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Abstract
The emerging network of superconducting gravimeter installations many supported
by Japanese programmes are giving an unusual source of information on properties of
Earths deep interior The combination of the spectra from many dierent observatories
into the Product Spectrum has led to the detection of the three translational modes
of oscillation of Earths solid inner core We show how the reduction in the rotational
splitting of the two equatorial modes compared to the inviscid case can lead to a
measure of viscosity in the Flayer surrounding the inner core and that inner core
density is highly resolved by the axial mode period which is not much split by rotation
or viscosity
  Introduction
The analysis of superconducting gravimeter records has led to the detection of the three
translational modes of oscillation of Earths solid inner core both in European observations
Smylie et al  and in observations outside Europe Courtier et al  Due to
Earths rotation the modes are split with periods found at  	     
	
   	
and  	     hours In this paper we show how these observations can be used to
determine the viscosity in the Flayer just outside the inner core and to conrm the inner
core density of Earth model Cal of Bolt and Uhrhammer Bullen and Bolt 	 Appendix
to within   
 
gm  cm
 


Figure  Product Spectra of from left to right the retrograde axial and prograde modes
from observations at Bad Homburg Brussels Cantley and Strasbourg Courtier et al 
The prograde mode is near the large solar heating tide feature S

at exactly six cycles per
solar day A full statistical analysis of the Product Spectrum and a method of calculating
condence intervals for it have been given previously Smylie et al 
 Observation and Interpretation of Inner Core Trans
lational Modes
The resonances associated with the translational modes were rst identied visually in a
product of four individual spectra from long superconducting gravimeter records taken in
Europe amounting to a total of   hourly observations Smylie et al  The Product
Spectrum is a very useful technique where nonsimultaneous observations at a number of
stations are to be combined to look for common features and to minimize local station
systematic errors A full statistical analysis of the Product Spectrum together with a method
of calculating condence intervals for it is given by Smylie et al Smylie et al  Strict
adherence to a splitting law derived from elementary dynamics assists identication of the
triplet of resonances Largely independent of Earth model it can be shown that the central
frequencies must fall on splitting curves The observed periods obey the splitting law to
about four signicant gures and a computer based search for equally signicant triplets of
resonances failed to nd others Smylie et al 
Now almost   hours of superconducting gravimeter records have been analyzed
from both inside and outside Europe In Figure  resonances from a Product Spectrum
including observations at the Cantley Quebec station in Canada as well as those from Europe
are shown
The calculation of the viscous and pressure drags requires a model for the inviscid ow
immediately outside the boundary layer surrounding the inner core Since the eects of
stratication and compressibility there are likely to be negligible this ow eld is given by
solutions of the Poincare equation For a reference Earth frame rotating at mean rate 
about a xed spatial direction the angular frequency of the motion  can be expressed by
the dimensionless Coriolis frequency    Following Bryan Bryan  the axis
aligned with the rotation vector is stretched by the factor  where 

   

 In the
stretched auxillary coordinates the Poincare equation becomes Laplaces equation
Novel solutions of the Poincare equation using the Legendre function of the second kind
have been obtained Smylie and McMillan  which allow the condition of continuity of
the radial displacement to be satised exactly at the inner core boundary and asymptotically

at the coremantle boundary Together with conservation of linear momentum between the
inner core outer core and shell three equations are obtained whose solution in powers of 
allow the pressure drag to be expressed in the form
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with U
I
representing the inner core displacement Smylie and McMillan  It is found
that
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for the equatorial modes Similar but more complicated expressions for 	 can be found but
they are not used and are omitted a is the radius of the inner core b is the radius of the
coremantle boundary M
I
is the mass of the inner core M
O
is the mass of the outer core
M
S
is the mass of the shell and M

I
 
a



is the displaced mass with 

the density
just outside the inner core The displacements arising from solutions involving only Legendre
functions of the rst kind widely used in rotating uid dynamics Greenspan 
 are pure
translations in this case and play an essential role in the conservation of linear momentum
The leading order boundary layer equations Moore  for the extra displacement
components required to adjust the exterior ow to the noslip condition at the inner core
boundary can be solved and matched to the exterior ow Smylie and McMillan  In
these equations the local and Coriolis accelerations are balanced by viscous forces in the
standard Ekman layer approximation The ratio of the latter to the former is expressed by
the dimensionless Ekman number
E
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where  is the dynamic viscosity Direct integration of the viscous stress acting on the inner
core boundary yields the viscous drag forces
The viscous drags can be written in terms of the corresponding pressure drags given by
expressions   and  For the axial mode with pressure drag D
a
p
 the viscous drag is
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For the equatorial modes with pressure drag D
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 the viscous drag is
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Figure  Splitting curves for the three translational modes The inviscid curves for the
three modes are shown dashed based on Earth model Cal open squares Inviscid pe
riods are overplotted for Earth models Core open stars Widmer et al  PREM
open diamonds Dziewonski and Anderson  and 

A open triangles Gilbert and
Dziewonski 	 Solid viscous splitting curves are for a single viscosity of  
  
Pas
where f
e
 is given by
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The pressure drag form  together with the viscous drags given by expressions 	 and
 allow us to write complex equations of motion for the axial and equatorial translational
oscillations In general the real parts of these equations can be expressed as splitting laws
for the period in the form
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where T is the period T

is the unsplit period T
S
is the length of the sidereal day and g
v
is
a dimensionless viscous splitting parameter In this form if we plot T as a function of TT


only g
v
remains as a viscositydependent free parameter
Plots of the splitting laws of the form  for all three modes are shown in Figure  for the
parameters of Earth model Cal of Bolt and Uhrhammer Bullen and Bolt 	 Appendix
As illustrated in Figure  we have used the parameters of Earth model Cal to recover
the viscosity although the result is not strongly dependent on Earth model
Recovered viscosities and periods are listed in Table  for both Cal and CORE Earth
models
The density proles for the four Earth models considered in this study are shown in Figure


Table  Recovered viscosities and viscous periods
Periods Retrograde Axial Prograde
hours hours hours
Observed Periods  	  
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Figure  Density proles in the inner and outer cores for Earth models Cal 

A PREM
and Core The  
 gm  cm
 
density range in the inner core causes nearly a  h dierence
in the unsplit period T

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 Discussion
The axial translational mode period is not much aected by rotation or viscosity while Coriolis
splitting reduces the period of the retrograde equatorial mode and increases the period of
the prograde equatorial mode though not by as much as if the surrounding outer core uid
were inviscid The reduction of the splitting of the two equatorial mode periods allows the
inner core itself to be used as a kind of twodimensional dynamic viscometer and a viscosity
of    
  
Pa  s is recovered from the observed splitting This value is close to that
found theoretically for the bulk viscosity of a liquid with solid inclusions Stevenson 
and recently experimentally for iron melts under high pressures by Brazhkin and Lyapin
 These results appear to conrm the semisolid nature of the Flayer long held to
be the seat of the compositional convection driving the geodynamo In addition the mode
periods are extremely sensitive to inner core density increasing by  minutesgm  cm
 

The recovered viscosity reproduces the observed equatorial mode periods to 
  s suggesting
a density resolution of  parts in

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